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ABSTRACT
A performance-based reading methods course at

Michigan State University arose from the differences between
traditional and performance-based preservice methods courses..
Differences between the two types of courses are found in their
objectives, clarity of communication, grading, unit of instruction,
type of learning activity, type of pacing, provision for failure,
assessment and evaluation, role of student, and role of instructor.
The objectives of the Michigan State course specify the desired
terminal behaviors, assess the student performance of each behavior,
stress activity-centered responses, emphasize the application of
methodology, and focus on individual progress._ Evaluation of the
program focuses on the characteristics of tht\performance-lbased
course and data from questionnaires completed 'by the students..
(Recommendations are made to stimulate further exploration into the
implementation of performance-based methods cotOses.) (BRB)
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another unresolved pro',iem.

Economicd1 support :or a performance-based curriculum. Attention

to individual need'- always demands a .-;trong support system. It is unclear

whether universities/in a time of severe financial difficattv/are committed
enough to the individual to provide such support.

CONCLUSION

Experience with a performance-based reading Tethods course at M.S.U. indicates

that it is efie,tive in training pre-service teachers. However, much remains to

be done before the strategy's maximum potential for improving teacher education can

be realized. Perhaps the program and experience' described here will stimulate the

additional exploration needed to fully assess this approach to methods instruction.
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Traditional methods courses Performance-based courses

3. Grading Grades are awarded in terms
of how the student's test
scores relate to the normal

urve; some students pass,
some fail, and some be-

come certified teachers
even though they can
satisfactorily perform only

70% of the tasks required by

the instructor.

Each individual must master each

objective in the course; the
student receives a grade of
"Pass" when he has successfully
performed all the tasks.

4. Unit of
Instruction

Chapters in the testbook,
lecture sessions, or units.

Modular, with each module speci-
fying (a) a performance or group
of related performances, (b) a

tool for assessing entering behav-

ior, (c) a series of instruction-
al activities designed to provide
the student with the knowledge
to perform the task, and (d) a

tool for assessing terminal be-

havior.

5. Type of
Learning
Activity

Passive listening to a
lecturer and note taking;
little performance or
application required.

Variety of activities, all of
which require overt responses;
students must apply knowledge

in a manner consistent with the

performance specified in the ob-

jective.

6. Type of
Pacing

Instructor-paced; each
student matches the in-
structor's pace in mov-
ing through course topics.

Self-paced; each student takes
as long as he needs to attain

each objective.

7. Provision
for failure

Students who fail a test
must compensate on subse-
quent tests to obtain an
average score high enough

to pass; little or no pro-

vision is made for clarify-

ing misunderstandings on
the first test.

Alternate routes for achieving
each objective are provided;
students who perform a task
incorrectly the first time are
re-cycled for additional
instruction until they can

demonstrate mastery.

8. Assessment Assessment is normally con-

and evalua- fined to administration of

tion examinations at mid-term
and end-of-term for pur-
poses of assigning a final

grade.

Assessment is utilized at fre-
quent intervals to provide both

diagnostic information regarding
instructional needs and student
feedback regarding quality of

performance.
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Traditional iii(thods Bourses Pkrformance-based courses

9. Role of
the Student

Student is often oruire of Student knows that he is responsi-

the behavior expect of him,

unclear regarding his res-
ponsibilities, and threat-
ened by the instructor's
power to arbitrarily award

a failing grade.

hit for demonstrating the speci-
fied performances and that he
need not fear failure if he per-

sists.

10. Role of
the In-

structor

Is a dispenser of theore-
tical knowledge; occasion-
ally offers practical
"tricks of the trade" but
seldom requires student
application of instruct-

ional techniques.

Is an enabler of learning he
integrates theory with prac-
tice by planning activities
requiring the actual perform-
ance of the tasks specified.

In short, a performance-based course precisely specifies the desired terminal

behaviors, assesses in terms of student performance of each behavior, stresses

activity-centered responses, emphasizes application of methodology, and focuses

on individual progress.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE M.S.U. COURSE

The reading methods course developed at Michigan State University during

1970-71 incorporates the above characteristics. The heart of the new course is

the behavioral objectives specifying the desired terminal performances. A

consumable workbook helps develop these objectives by presenting simulated problems

which students solve by applying the principles of reading instruction. Students

may go to class and respond to the semi-programmed workbook activities at the

instructor's pace of they may complete the activities at their own pace.

The procedure can be.illustrated with a typical module. The sample objective is:

Given two pupils reading graded oral reading paragraphs,
the student identifies the instructional, independent, and
frustration reading level of each pupil.
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Either by attending class if he has Otosen instmctoi-pacing or by listening to a

%%As

previonsly-pte:ared tape-rec.irding it nefichosen -st.if-pacing, the student receives

input regarding the need for diaof,is, the types -f diagnosis, the characteristics

of informal assessment, the Lriteria for detcrm:ning th_. various levels, and examples

of oral reading performances. He listens to the oral reading of the two pupils,

noting each pupil's performance on the paragraphs, analcz ing this performance, and

categorizing the reading level of each. The instructor provides guidance and

feedback both during and following the activity. Studentstcheek their responses,

asking questions to clarify any misunderstanding a- they do so. Those pacing them-

selves follow the same procedure except that they turn off the tape recording as

they respond and turn it back an again to receive the correct answers. Terminal

behavior is assessed by giving a task at a later, dare. Failure to perform

successfully at this time results in re-c) ciing for additional instruction and

completion of alternate assessment forms until such time -s mastery is demonstrated.

A unique feature of the course not us%ally associated with performance-based

strategies is one designed to combat the danger that heavy reliance on behavioral

objectives may lead to narrowness and rigidity. A series of workshops, otfering

flexibility both in terms of alternative teaching methods and student choice of

learning activities, are scheduled 4eckly with students given the option of attending

any of these or none_ at all depending upon their interests and career aspirations.

ASSESSING THE COURSE

Two approaches were taken in assessing the program. An analysis was made of

the 4egree to which the,course epi t ,mil s thr traits of performance-based instruction

and evaluative data wereA44.11. from students.

Characteristics of Performance-Based Courses. When examined in terms of the

ten characteristics of performance-based instruction, the M.S.C. model clearly

meets the criteria in six instances. First, the objectives ate behavioral and
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Third, the simulated prohle: .:: Inc con!-u:;-,a: r...quirk active responses

and application of .!(,. Fourth, assc:ssm.nt :regeent a:tt is n:,..11 both for

diagnostic purposes ano r provide ;oedback to studtnts. Fifth, the student is

responsible for his own !earning and knows he succeed if 'Ac e:-:pends the

necessary effort Sixth, th instor's rele is one .'f planning Learning

activities in which t!.e stncitnt solves praktiLal problems similar to those he is

likelv to meet in his own classroom.

The M.S.U. model approaches, but has not achieved, the four remaining

characteristics of grading, modular organization, pa,:ing, and provision for failure.

First, because of current universitr policy, a "Pass-Fail" grade system is not yet

used. However, all :,tudents must achieve all ohjectives. Failure to do so results

in an incomniete grade. Second, a modular approach is heing developed, but the

tools for assessing tittering behavior are not !-et available for each objective.

The conversion to a comple:e1-:. modular approach is being made as the modules

become available. Third, a student can pace himself through the course but, once

he has selected the self-paced route, he must sta:. on it. When the modules are

fully developed, students will be able to self-pace on some modules and instructor-

pace on others, depending upon their desires and needs. Finally, students complete

alternate activities for each objective not. mastered the first time hut, because

the course is still in the early stages of development, the number of alternate

forms is limited. Again, however, abundant alternates are becoming available as

the modules are developed and refined.

As can be seen, the course is characteristically performance-based in its

objectives, clarity, types of activity, asses,ment, and the respective roles of

students and instructor. The continued development of the grading system, modules,

pacing, and alternate routes assure that the course will epitomize all ten

characteristics durinc the second year of its operation.
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Data Ilected from Students. A pre- and no,;t- achievement test, a self-

confidence qjestionnaire, and an open-ended quest. )inane have been used to determine

the effectiveness of the ._)urse.

A twenty item aehie7ement test, administered at the first and last session of

4.
the course, resulted in a pre-test mean of and U. post-test mean wet+ 15.09,

indleating.an average growth of 6.77. The pre-test range .as 1-14, while the

post-test range was 2-20, with 79 of the post-test scores being higher than the

highest score on the pre-test.

The self-confidence questionnaire listed, in performance terms, the objectives

of the course, with students being asked to respond to each in terms of "yes, 1

can," "I am not sure," or "No, 1 cannot." On this instrument, 80.77. indicated that

they were confident of their ability to perform each of the objectives at the end

of the course.

While many questions were posed on the open-ended questionnaire, student

response to the question, "Did you learn in this course ?" is typical. Of the 248

responses, 239 responded "yes," 9 said they were not sure, and noneresponded "no."

Further, 561 of the respondents emphasized their affirmative response by underlining,

adding exclamation points, and so on, while 39 statad that it was_ "the best course

I have ever had" or "the best education course l've ever had." Such unsolicited

endorsements indicate considerable student enthusiasm for performance-based instruction.

These data, collected from large lecture classes during the exploratory stages

of experimentation with the strategy, reflect the potential effectiveness of

performance-based instruction. Even more encouraging results can be expected as

experience is gained with the strategy and as instruction moves to small classes in

1971-72.

A VISION FOR TILE FUTURE

eerformance-based methods instruction is feasible, both pedagogically and

economically. Consequently, M.S.U. continues to develop its reading methods course.
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The ultimate goal is the creation of a complete l individualized clinical,

performance-!Lis =d course. The ii,jeLtiVt'S will speci::. actual field performances

for each task, as opposed tk. the present ,Imulatod performances. Grading will be

on a "Pass-deferred" basis, with nc time limit:: imposed. Each ,:edent'-: entering

behavior will be assessed for each module, he u:l: receive ir.structioa appropriate

for him, and he will move through the tasks at his own pace. A variety of instruc-

tional options for achieving each objective will be availible, with the student

choosing the one most appropriate for him. Ail options will require r.,ert responses

on the student's part, eonsistent with the concept. .21 performance-based instruction.

Terminal behavior will be assessed for each module, alternate routes will be provided

for, mastering any objectives not completed successfully the first time, and no

limits will be placed on the length of time a student can take to satisfactorily

complete the course. Computers will be utilized to keep track of the-individual

progress of numerous students. The optional workshops offering the flexibility

of enriched preparation and specialization beyond the Minimal performances, will

conintue to be developed and expanded.

SOME CAUTIONS

While performance-based reading courses offer great potential for improving

teacher preparation, empediments to implementing such courses do exist. Some of

the major problems to be resolved are:

1. Adjusting the performance-based concept to a timed-based
university system. Ideally, a student in a performance-based
program should be able to work on any misunderstood task until he has
mastered it. However, the time pressure of the traditional term$ is
restrictive since students feel they should complete the course in the
usual time and since instructors are relunctant to assign incomplete
grades when those students must then he taught the following term
along with the normal enrollment.

2. Managing a performance-based program. In a true performance-

based course, each student moves at the instructor's pace only until
he is re-cycled to complete an alternate form of a misunderstood task.
Theoretically, at the end of a term one might find more students in the
re-cycled tracks than in the instructor's track. The formidable

management task associated with such individual progress poses a

substantial problem.
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3. Adjusting a ,erformance-hased prolra-1 to the traditional

uniAq'rsit- grading ,Y.:stem. the goal of a perf.nnance-based prograir is

master% for ail. Tier:. 1:; no such thing as "b,tter mastery" or "worse

mast:el-T.." There i., only mastery. Consequen, tbe only viabl,_ grading
system is "pass-deferred.' h.w to implement this philosophy ALIvin ehe )

framework of an "A-li-C-D-E" gradinp, tradi;:on I wever, ancter
unresolved problem.

4. Devele-)i n.. appropriate clinical e:speriences. While simulated
situations or the traditional supervised field experiences are useful, the
real test of the elfectiveness of any methods course 's the teacher's
performance when ai )ne in his own cl_assroom following graduatiun.
Developing the means for achieving this view of perlormance is still
another unresolved proiem.

5. Economical support for a performance-based curriculum. Attention

to individual need', always demands a strong support system. It is unclear

whether universitiesjin a time of severe financial difficaltvlare committed
enough to the individual to provide such support.

CONCLUSION

Experience with a performanee-based reading methods course at M.S.U. indicates

that it is effective in training pre-service teachers. However, much remains to

be done before the strategy's maximum potential for improving teacher education can

be realized. Perhaps the program and experience described here will stimulate the

additional exploration needed to fully assess this approach to methods instruction.
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